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AN ACT AUTHORIZING PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP FOR THE 
PEOPLE (P4), APPROPRIATING FUNDS TH EREFOR, AND FOR OTHER

PURPOSES

EXPLANATORY NOTE

The World Bank in its January 2018 Global Economic Prospects reports that the 
Philippines is expected to sustain robust economic growth in the next three years. The 
Washington-based multilateral lender adds that the country will continue to be the fastest- 
growing economy in the Association o f Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) despite some 
stabilization of investment growth.

Given this scenario, the government still has the duty to find ways to continuously spur 
national economic growth amidst constraints on public resources. Accelerating spending on 
infrastructure is a viable option to achieve this goal. Hence, it must not cease to create 
opportunities that will lead to the country’s infrastructure development with the end in view of 
generating jobs and reducing poverty.

One good alternative is turning to the private sector as source o f additional funding. 
With this, there is a need to institutionalize the government’s Public-Private Partnership (PPP) 
program to better serve the public.

For this purpose, we propose this measure to create an enabling environment for PPPs. 
Among others, this measure encourages PPPs in national and local infrastructure projects by 
giving more incentives to the proponents from the private sector that choose to partner with the 
government. At the same time, it upholds transparency by requiring full public disclosure of 
PPP projects and contracts. Ultimately, it seeks to protect public interest by providing 
affordable and necessary infrastructure projects and services.

In view of the foregoing, approval o f this bill is earnestly sought.

EMMANU PACQUIAO


































